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Introduction 
 
I head the conveyancing team at Brethertons LLP, a firm of solicitors based in 
Rugby and Banbury.  We do not currently pay any referral fees for 
conveyancing work.  We are however sometimes approached by estate 
agents and referral companies inviting us to sign referral contracts with them.  
We compete with a number of firms locally, some of whom do pay fees to 
have business referred to them, and with larger regional and national 
specialist conveyancing companies who rely on referred work that they pay 
for. 
 
 
Outcomes for Consumers 
 
We frequently have discussions with consumers on the subject of referral 
fees.  Broadly they fit into two categories.  The first group are discussions with 
potential clients relating to the value of our services in comparison to those of 
other firms who are quoting much cheaper rates.  We are unable to compete 
with those firms on price alone, but invariably we can provide a far better 
service.  Secondly we have several clients who have had a bad experience 
using a firm that relies on volume business for which they pay referral fees, 
and then come to us because they do not want go through that again. 
 
The firms that pay referral fees to an estate agent or third party find 
themselves squeezed on profit margins.  The referrer will control the pricing 
structure of the conveyancer, either by expressly setting the rates to be 
charged by the conveyancer, or by restricting the volume of work referred 
according to the prices charged, which effectively amounts to the same thing.  
The referral fee then becomes disproportionate to the price.  The conveyancer 
is then reliant on the volume provided by the referrer to fund the staff needed.  
Referral contracts that looked viable the first year become subject to penal 
terms imposed by the referrer on re-negotiation for the following year.  The 
conveyancer’s margins are squeezed and to make sufficient income they 
have to rely on ever greater volumes of work.  Staff are under strain and 
customer service levels have to be reduced.  Customers who have used firms 
paying referral fees complain they have difficulty speaking to anyone who 
understands the particular details of their case, calls are not returned 
promptly, special instructions are declined as the conveyancer can only work 
in a set way, deadlines imposed by external factors such as requirements by 
someone further up the ‘chain’ are ignored. 
 



The drop in activity in the property market in 2008-9 made life difficult for all 
conveyancing firms.  Those relying on volume business and working to 
narrow profit margins were particularly badly hit.  Those firms suffered high 
levels of redundancies, and in some cases had to close down altogether, 
leaving their clients high and dry. 
 
 
Consumer Safeguards 
 
Despite strict regulations by the SRA, and less strict regulations by other 
regulatory bodies, in practice the terms for conveyancing referrals are largely 
dictated by the referrers in the current market.  For someone moving house 
the first point of call is likely to be an estate agent.  If the estate agent is being 
paid a fee by the referral company (or directly by a conveyancer) to 
recommend a particular conveyancer, then that is what they will do.  The 
terms of the referral are stipulated by the referrer, including the amount of the 
fee payable by the conveyancer to the referrer, and the fee payable by the 
referrer to the estate agent. 
 
In those circumstances there is in practice little choice for the consumer.  In 
reality he can use any conveyancer of his choice, but it is in the estate agent’s 
direct financial interest to persuade the consumer to use the firm who will pay 
him a referral fee.  Many consumers will simply do what the estate agent tells 
them to do.  In some cases the estate agent has a proforma document for a 
seller to sign to instruct the solicitor preferred by the estate agent, and the 
form is simply thrust in front of the seller along with other forms they are 
required to sign to put the house on the market.  The seller is keen to get the 
house on the market quickly, and the estate agent is not going to go out of 
their way to explain that the consumer could use a different conveyancer.  
Given the pressure that can be exerted in that moment, it is difficult to see 
how any amount of education or regulation can ensure the consumer has a 
fair opportunity to exercise choice.   
 
A cap on referral fees or standardised referral arrangements is unlikely to 
create the fair choice that is currently lacking.  While referral fees exist, 
freedom of choice for the consumer will in practice be denied. 
 
 
Competition 
 
If the object of referral arrangements was to increase competition by opening 
up the market, the reality has been the opposite.   The current market 
provides opportunities for large referral organisations to capture the lion’s 
share of the market.  The fees they can offer to estate agents are attractive.  
The estate agents have the opportunity to persuade the consumers.  
Conveyancers who do not sign up to referral contracts are effectively 
restricted to a small section of the market where consumers resist the 
pressure and do exercise their right to choose on consideration of service 
levels and value.  Overall however the shift has been to place a large portion 



of the market in the hands of a few large organisations, restricting 
competition, particularly in terms of service level. 
 
Ironically the shift to place the control of the market in the hands of a few large 
companies has not always resulted in any competitive price advantage to 
benefit the consumer either.  A large company that owns a chain of estate 
agents and its own conveyancing company has relatively high overheads and 
experiences inefficiencies at management level, and has to charge relatively 
high conveyancing fees.  The result is that consumer ends up with the worst 
of both worlds – high fees and poor service. 
 
 
Substitute to Marketing Cost 
 
Proponents of referral fees for conveyancing work argue that the fees paid 
offset the marketing costs that would otherwise have been incurred if the 
conveyancer had obtained the work through other means.  This is true to 
some extent when the conveyancer first takes on a referral contract.  They will 
be unwilling to pay fees that amount to more than the marketing costs they 
are saving.  Even so, the reduced profit margins mean they will need to take 
on larger volume of work to compensate.  This is not seen as an 
insurmountable problem at first – at best they perceive it is simply a matter of 
streamlining their work processes – at worst customer service may suffer a 
little.   
 
The real problem comes later.  Having accepted a contract the conveyancer 
then has to take on a large volume of work, involving investment in additional 
resources.  When the contract comes up for renewal the referrer demands an 
increased fee and the conveyancer is now in a vulnerable position.  If he turns 
down the renewal he is unlikely to find sufficient work elsewhere to feed the 
additional resources he has taken on. 
 
Thus eventually the referral fees paid are totally disproportionate to any 
marketing costs that are saved.  Law firms that have been heavily reliant on 
business provided by payment of referral fees for conveyancing business, 
have suffered to the extent that they have had to go out of business, because 
they could not cope with the volume or because they found themselves over-
resourced when the work dried up. 
 
It is interesting that the recent OFT report into the home buying process 
compared the US market, where payment of referral fees to estate agents is 
banned to keep consumer costs down, but declined to recommend a ban on 
referral fees in UK as it would have a detrimental effect on estate agents’ 
income, and put those who rely heavily on big referral fees out of business.  
They do not take the converse point that the payment of such high fees is 
having a detrimental effect on the income of the service providers who pay the 
fees to the estate agents, resulting in some of them going out of business. 
 
 
 



Alternatives to referral fees 
 
Conveyancers can of course rely on other means to attract business.  New 
technology offers many innovative ways to promote services beyond 
traditional advertising outlets.  Networks of firms that do not pay referral fees 
also offer some co-operative approach to attract business.  Quality assurance 
standards offer some tools for promotion of quality service.  Despite pressure 
put on them by estate agents who press buyers and sellers to use the 
conveyancer who is going to pay them the biggest fee, there is still a 
considerable number of consumers who declare their preference to use a 
quality service based on their own good experience or recommendation by 
others who are not paid to make the recommendation. 
 
However the balance in a market that allows referral fees without limit is 
heavily weighted in favour of the organisations that take very high referral fees 
in return for provision of volume business.  The more you pay, the more you 
get.  The estate agent who is paid a fee to recommend a conveyancer is 
inevitably swayed to make that recommendation, regardless of what they 
actually know about the service level the consumer will actually get. 
 
The consumer will only be able to make an informed choice based on quality 
and value if referral fees are banned. 
 
 
Banning referral fees 
 
A ban on referral fees for conveyancing work will not only provide a fairer 
choice of conveyancing service provider for the consumer.  It will lead to 
better service all round, as the suppliers currently forced to compromise on 
consumer service in order to afford the high referral fees will have their 
shackles released and be able to improve their service standards.  The 
playing field will be more level. 
 
Moreover the market will centre on quality and value of service, rather than 
being distorted by pressures that favour those suppliers prepared to pay the 
biggest referral fees. 
 
Ultimately, as in the US, consumers will benefit as suppliers will not be 
seeking to increase prices to cover some of the referral fees they are currently 
paying. 
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